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HOW TO CHOOSE

HVAC Service

Services at Home

One springtime task on homeowners' to-do lists is checking cooling systems to ensure they are ready for summer. Proper maintenance of cooling
systems is essential to saving energy and keeping utility costs down.
· Clean filters. Whether a home is kept cool by a whole-house central air
conditioning system or window units, clean filters are necessary to keep the
units working efficiently. Routinely replacing or cleaning filters is one of
the most important maintenance tasks to improve airflow and increase efficiency. The U.S. Office of Energy Efficiency CONTINUED ON PAGE 4F

Cherish life for what it has been — and is still to come
Are non-medical services right for my family?
Your loved one is set on staying at home, but it’s clear he or she could
use some help around the house. You try to be there as much as you can,
but with your own busy schedule and responsibilities, it’s not always
easy to take care of your loved one’s daily CONTINUED ON PAGE 6F
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Insurance Provider
Arkansas Best Insurance
offers plenty of good reasons to buy insurance there.
First, there is experience.
“With more than 100 years
in the Hot Springs area, we
have a great understanding
of the industry,” said Laura
Davis, who runs the ABI
Hot Springs Village office located in the Village
Square. Then, there’s pride.
“We take great pride taking
care of our customers by
giving customer service that
is second to none,” said Davis. Plus, there’s selection.
“We represent a number
of great companies, not
just one. We can do all the
shopping for you in one office,” said Davis. “If you are
looking for personal, commercial, or life insurance
services, this is the place to
find it all,” said Davis. We
offer all types of personal
Insurance coverage’s, including auto, homeowners,
motorcycle, boat, and life.
“We also offer a wide variety of business insurance
plans for your commercial
auto, work comp, business
owners packages, and general liability needs.
ABI’s expertise is demonstrated by its experience in

handling numerous clients
of all sizes, including large
multi-state clients. We are
a single source for your
every insurance need. As
a Trusted Choice agency,
“We work for YOU.” We
are dedicated to YOU, the
customer, and are committed to treating you as a
person, not a policy,” said
Davis. Laura has lived
in and played in the Village her whole life, she is
excited about helping the
community and being their
agent. Laura Davis holds
the designation of Certified
Insurance Counselor, which
means she has gone above
and beyond in her education
to provide the best service
to her customers with the
knowledge behind that designation.
ABI was formerly known
as Arkansas Bank and Trust
Insurance Agency, founded
in 1905. Mike Lipton, CIC,
and Jay Olson, CPCU, CIC,
ARM, acquired ABT Agency in 1995, where they were
employed at the time. ABI
is not only one of the oldest independent insurance
agencies in Arkansas, but it
has also grown to be one of
the largest. “ABI’s commit-

ment is to protect our customers and to help them best
preserve their assets with
proper insurance coverages. Our fully automated,
multi-location offices enable us to provide you with
prompt, efficient service.
Furthermore each customer

works directly with highly
trained, experienced and
licensed representatives you
can depend on,” said Davis.
ABI Insurance agents
and staff play active roles
in many community events
and organizations from First
Step, United Way, Susan G

Komen Race for the Cure
along with other countless
civic organizations from
Rotary, Lions Club, Chambers of Commerce, and
School Boards where they
hold positions to help shape
the futures of the communities they are involved in.

ABI is an agency that prides
itself in giving back to our
communities in any way we
can and we are thankful for
what those communities do
for us.
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New TV
What is 4K TV? What
about QLED vs. OLED vs.
LED? And the biggie: what
TV should you buy? Our
goal at Solutions Home
Entertainment is to demystify and simplify. In the

end, we won’t know which
TV is best for you. But you
will, and that’s the whole
idea. Here are the six most
important things to know (or
do) when buying a TV.
Step 1. Choose

your price range. The more
you spend, the better the
features. TV prices have
come way WAY down in
the last 3-5 years, and right
now, less than a grand will
buy you a gorgeous, top-

of-the-line, 49-inch, 4K
smart TV loaded with almost every bell and whistle
possible. Spend more, and
you can bring home deeper blacks, better contrast,
and a broader, richer color

spectrum. (Deeper blacks but design as well. We’ve
are huge. You want deeper gone from big, gaudy black
blacks.) And most of all, boxes that take up space
more money will also get and clash with everything
you a bigger screen, so let’s to incredibly thin, beautistart there.
fully designed TVs that
Step 2: Choose work with your room and
your TV size. Bigger is range in size from 32-inch
better. Way better. Once to 100-inch. For example,
upon a time, the family when turned off, Samsung’s
sofa determined how big Frame TV is indistinguishor small the TV should be. able from actual framed
(As in: the further away the artwork. When on, it’s an
sofa, the bigger the TV.) But awesome, full-featured 4K
today’s TVs are rewriting all TV. (TV sizes are based on
the rules. In fact, the one diagonal measurements of
thing every serious review the screen, not the width of
of current 4K TVs will tell the screen. 100” is less than
you: bigger is better. Go too 8 feet wide— but a 100” 4K
small, and you will regret TV is still, in a word, stupeit. That’s how amazing TVs fying. Out-of-body. Frontare these days, not only
with respect to picture, CONTINUED ON PAGE 4F
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Hobby
Commitments to work and
family can make adults feel
like they have little time for
much else. But finding time
to pursue hobbies can benefit
men and women in various
ways.
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Family Medical Clinic
Your health is too important to leave to chance. For
a better approach and a plan
for your good health, see
doctors you know and trust
at the new, state of the art
Harmony
Park Family Medicine
Clinic at Harmony Park,
Suite 100 in Hot Springs.
New patients of all
ages are welcome to
make an appointment.
Dr. Scott Anderson, Dr.
James Humphreys, and Dr.
Robert Parrott have teamed
up to
offer a clinic where every
patient will undergo a professional clinical assessment
and are
presented a coordinated
plan created for their individual needs. In all experiences with office
and clinical staff, it is their
goal that every patient will
feel they have been treated
compassionately and professionally and that their
time was valued.
Dr. Anderson, a native of
Chicago, received his medical degree from Midwestern
University and served his
three year residency in Family Medicine through Forest
Park Hospital
-St. Louis University. He
started his practice 16 years
ago in Hot Springs. He is
AAFP/ABFM
board certified.
Some of the
awards and achievements
over the last few years for

Dr. Anderson
include Patients Choice
Award , 2012: AYs Best
Family Physician, 2014;
Patients Choice
Award, 2017, 2018: Compassionate Doctor Award,
2017, 2018: On -Time
Physician Award,
2017, 2018: America’s
Most Honored Professionals- Top 1%, 2018.
Dr, Anderson and his
wife, Suzanne, are active in
the community and attend
Lake Valley
Community Church.
They have two children,
Katlyn and Nicholas who
have both
graduated from the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville.
Dr. James D Humphreys, is a native of Dumas,
AR and a Magnum Cum
Laude graduate of
The University of Arkansas Monticello and UAMS
Medical School. His served
his
residency at the University of Arkansas, ABEM in
Fort Smith. He is AAFP/
ABFM board certified .
He was owner and
operated Hollywood Avenue
Family Medicine from 1991
to 2011 and
has been affiliated with
Spark Hospital and St.
Edward’s Hospital in Fort
Smith and St. Joseph’s
Hospital and NPMC in
Hot Springs where he also
served on the Executive

Committee. Dr.
Humphreys has been honored as the Sentinel Record’s Physician of the Year.
He and his wife
Cindy are the parents of
Brandon, Regina, Alex and
Drew.
Dr. Robert Parrott,
a Texas native, is a graduate
of North Texas Health Science
Center with a Doctor of
Osteopathy degree. He
completed his residency in
Fort Worth where
He was named resident
of the year. Dr. Parrott has
been in practice for over 15
years in
Hot Springs. He is Board
Certified ACOFP/AOA and
has been named Physician
of the Year in
the Sentinel Record’s
Readers Choice Awards
and in the AY Magazine’s
Best Doctors Issue.
He and his wife
Kelly, have 5 sons; Stephen,
Kevin, John Michael, Christopher and Luke.
You can call for
an appointment with Dr
Anderson, Dr. Humphreys
or Dr. Parrott
At Harmony Park Family Medicine Clinic, 128
Harmony Park, Suite 100
located off
Section Line Road. Call
501-881-4988. See more
information at
www.harmonyparkfamilymedicine.com
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& Renewable Energy says replacing
a dirty, clogged filter with a clean one
can lower an air conditioner's energy
consumption by anywhere from 5 to
15 percent.
· Know the square footage. When
replacing a cooling system, have
an understanding of the size of
your home (or room if installing an
window unit). Determine the area
of the home so you buy a unit that
suits your needs. Air conditioners
use BTUs (British Thermal Units)
to define cooling power. The more
BTUs, the larger the space that can
be cooled. However, homeowners
do not want to exceed the necessary
cooling power. This leads to energy waste. EnergyStar.gov can help
homeowners find the right cooling
system for their needs.
· Inspect system coils. The evaporator and condenser coils on air
conditioners can collect dirt, even
when filters are maintained. Dirty
coils are less efficient at absorbing
heat, so periodically remove the dirt.
Outdoor coils can be kept cleaner by
cutting back foliage from the unit to
allow better air flow.
· Inspect condensate drains. Energy.gov also suggests making
sure condensate drains, which take
moisture pulled from the air away,
are functioning properly. If they're

clogged, they may not be effective
at reducing humidity in a home, and
they may even leak.
· Clear debris. Remove fallen
leaves or other plant material from
condenser units and fan blades. Obstructed components can cause the
system to retain heat, compromising its ability to work effectively.
Some homeowners prefer to cover
their condensers at the end of the
cooling season to keep leaves and
dirt out of the unit.
· Check window unit seals. When
installing window units, make sure
all seals around the air conditioner
are in place to prevent cool-air loss.
· Hire a technician. Air conditioner technicians can be very helpful and will know how to prepare a
system for hot weather. Technicians
typically conduct multipoint inspections and measure such things
as refrigerant levels and duct leakage. Airflow through the evaporator coil also may be checked. If a
homeowner suspects the thermostat
is not working properly, a technician can verify if that is true and
even install a new one if necessary.
As summer approaches, homeowners should prepare their air
conditioning units for the busy
months ahead.

A form of escapism that
can provide a much-needed
respite from the hectic pace
of daily life, hobbies can
help men and women reduce
stress by forcing them to focus on something other than
the source of their stress.
In addition, hobbies can be
a great way to meet new
people, an important benefit
for working parents who may otherwise find
it difficult to meet new people.
Finding a hobby may take some trial and
error, as adults may find activities that once
appealed to them no longer do, while other
pursuits may require more time than men
and women can reasonably devote. Adults
looking for a hobby can consider the following strategies as they begin their pursuits.
· Think back to childhood. A childhood
passion may provide the perfect starting point as adults look for hobbies. For
example, adults who enjoyed painting as
children may find they still know their way
around a canvas and palette.
· Ask around. Adults who want to find
a hobby to foster social connections can
ask friends, family, neighbors, or coworkers to recommend activities. This can help
men and women make connections in their
communities and/or reconnect with friends
or family members with whom they have
fallen out of touch.
· Think small. Because there is often

some trial and error in finding a rewarding
hobby, it makes sense to avoid making too
big a commitment right off the bat. Before
buying lots of expensive equipment or materials or making a large time commitment,
give yourself some time to try a hobby on
for size. The first activity you try might not
necessarily take, and walking away won’t
sting as much if you had not committed
much time or money.
· Consider coaching or mentoring.
Athletes who still have a passion for their
favorite sports but can no longer meet the
physical demands such sports require can
stay involved by coaching youth sports. The
same can be said for professionals passionate about their work who choose to mentor.
These activities might not be traditional
hobbies, but they offer a great way for adults
to pursue their passions on their own time.
Hobbies can enrich our lives and provide
respites from the daily grind. Finding a
hobby that fits might take some time and
some trial and error, but such efforts will
ultimately prove worth it if adults find activities they are passionate about.
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Table Linens
Table linens must be able
to bear the brunt of spilled
wine, dropped food and
even drippings of candle
wax. Learning how to
choose and care for table
linens can benefit frequent
party hosts.
Selecting table linens
According to the etiquette
and entertaining experts at
Better Homes & Gardens,
white damask or plain white
linen tablecloths are traditionally used for formal
dinners. However, for many
other parties, hosts and hostesses can use a variety of
different tablecloth materials and styles to fit their
decor.
If frequent spills or table
service with young children
is expected, many table
linen materials bead up liquids for easy cleanup. Also,
for ease of use, select linens
that can be machine-washed
and will not require special
treatment.
Napkins should match the
tablecloth at formal dinners.

Otherwise, have fun mixing
and matching patterns and
colors.
Tablecloth length
Buffet tables should be
set with a tablecloth that
reaches the floor. For the
dinner table, select a length
that drops below the top of
the table, anywhere between
eight and 18 inches. Err on
the larger size so that tablecloths will hang accordingly
and not expose the edges of
the table.
Display old linens
A dinner party can be
made extra-special by using antique or passed-down
linens. Many of these tablecloths may be made from
actual linen. Use care when
laundering linens that cannot be tumble-dried, which
can over-dry the fibers, advises The Farmer's Almanac. Line dry and store
rolled for the best results.
Steam-iron linens so they'll
be crisp on the table.
Treating stains

The quicker you act, the
more likely it is that stains
can be remedied and table
linens salvaged. Spot-treat
the stain during service to
remove much of it. Soak
the table cloth or napkins
overnight in water to release
stains. Tough stains may
need to be treated with a
prewash stain remover before soaking. Hot water is
usually acceptable for most
stains, but consider soaking
items in cool water to treat
red wine stains. Also, be
mindful of care instructions
on cloth products.
Be sure that stains have
been completely removed;
otherwise, they can be further heat-set by tumbledrying the tablecloth. Many
people prefer to line-dry
linens to protect the nature
of the fibers, particularly for
fine linens.
Table linens can set the
scene for a dinner party or
other event. Proper selection, care and storage can
keep them looking beautiful
for years to come.
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needs too.
Are you feeling challenged by your
loved one’s needs?
Does your loved one need more help
than you feel you can provide?
Have you recently noticed a strain on
your relationship that might not have been
there before?
If that sounds familiar to you, in-home
services may be the perfect fit. By letting
someone else help out with some of the
daily needs, you’re free to get back to
the relationship with your loved one that
means so much to both of you.
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A Local Newspaper
Local newspapers play
vital roles in communities
across the globe. The Information Age has changed the
way many people get their
news, but local newspapers
continue to serve as valuable resources for readers
interested in learning more
about and becoming more
involved in their communities.
While publishers continue to adapt to the changes
brought about by technology, the following are a
handful of benefits to consider when choosing a local
newspaper.
· Local newspapers keep
readers up-to-date on their
own communities. Globalization may be here to stay,
but that does not mean local
communities are no longer
home to newsworthy events.
National and international
newspapers and 24-hour cable news channels can keep
men and women up-to-date
on national and world news,
but in many instances, local
newspapers are the only
means people have to learn
about what’s going on in
their own communities. Local politics impact residents’
lives every day, and local

newspapers cover local politics extensively. Look for a
paper that focuses mostly on
telling stories with local and
regional impact.
· Local newspapers benefit nearby businesses. Small
business owners often connect with community members via local newspapers. A
strong, locally based small
business community can improve economies in myriad
ways, creating jobs in the
community and contributing
tax dollars that can be used
to strengthen local schools
and infrastructure. And local
newspapers do their part by
providing affordable and
effective advertising space
to local business owners ,
non -profit organizaions,
and event sponsors looking to connect with their
communities. Find a paper
that actively invests in local
business.
· Local newspapers can
strengthen communities.
Local newspapers are great
resources for residents who
want to become more active
in their communities and
learn more about community events. Local newspapers
often showcase community

events like carnivals, local
theater productions and
projects like park cleanups.
These are great ways for
readers to become more
active in their communities
and build stronger communities as a result. The Hot
Springs Village Voice not
only dedicates a whole sections to local enterainment,
churchs and clubs; but also
prints a weekly community
calender.
· Local newspapers can
benefit children. National
newspapers may have little
age-appropriate content to
offer young children, but
local newspapers tend to include more soft news items
than national periodicals,
and such stories typically
are appropriate for young
readers. Studies have indicated that students who use
newspapers in the classroom
perform better on standardized reading tests than those
who do not use newspapers
in class.
The Hot Springs Village
Voice for decades, has provided a go-to resource for
local readers and business
owners.

YOUR NEWS
YOUR STORIES
YOUR COMMUNITY
• News - What’s happening at home
and around the Village
• Sports - See who’s winning in local sports
• Life - The scoop on community events
& group activities
• Entertainment - Local advertiser’s
specials & promotions

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
Out of Town
Local Postal
$45 Carrier
Delivery • $60 Postal
Postal Delivery
Delivery
Delivery

P.O. Box 8508 • 3576 N. Hwy. 7

501-984-6224

Are you feeling burnout as a caregiver?
Your loved one is becoming more dependent.
Is your loved one having difficulties
with everyday activities that used to be
easy? Have friends or family mentioned
concerns? It’s not always easy to recognize
when it’s time to get a little extra help.
Here are a few more signs that it may be
time to begin in-home services:
•Your loved one isn’t cleaning or eating
regularly.
•He or she depends solely on you for
transportation.
•Friends and neigh bors have expressed
concerns about your loved one being alone
at home.
Caregivers in each agency offer a variety of specialties and experience. Maybe
your loved one could use a helping hand
around the house. Maybe he or she would
enjoy some extra social time. Non-medical
services include a wide range of services,
so it’s important to ask your agency what
it offers. Examples may include:

•Respite care (temporary relief from
duties)
•Companionship
•Light housekeeping
•Personal hygiene and grooming
•Dressing
•And more
Your house. Your way.
No two people are exactly alike, which is
why it’s essential that services be customized to fit the individual — and how he or
she likes tasks to be completed. For example, do towels need to be folded a certain
way? The consultation is a perfect time to
explain your specific wishes.
Your schedule is important:
In-home services should fit your loved
one’s routine. Your schedule is important,
and caregivers should accommodate that
schedule. After all, in-home services should
be a convenience — giving you and your
loved one more time to do the things you
truly enjoy.
Give services a try. Cancel anytime.
Perhaps you’re still unsure if in-home
services are the best choice for your family. Consider temporarily giving in-home
services a try with one or more services. You
can always decide whether or not services
should continue after that, making it a more
comfortable decision for everyone involved.
At the Good Samaritan Society, our
name for non-medical in-home services is
Services@Home.
As a caregiver for your loved one, you
have a unique role in your family.
But you are not alone.
To just begin the conversation and gain
information call 501-922-9747 and we will
answer Services@Home, may I help you?
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row-seats-to-everything.)
Step 3. Choose QLED, OLED
or LED. We recommend viewing each
TV type in operation rather than buying
based of manufacturer specifications, but
here are the differences in technology.
While older technology than OLED and
QLED, LED TVs will be the least expensive and have the greatest selection in size
and brand. Newer OLED TVs (“organic”
light-emitting diodes) are made from carbon-based materials that emit light when
electricity is applied through them. OLED
TVs are incredibly thin because each pixel
(dot) is its own light source, therefore no
backlighting is required. These televisions
deliver unprecedented contrast ratios and
exceptional brightness compared to older
LED-backlit TVs. Instead of embracing
OLED, Samsung has gone all-in on TVs
powered by “quantum dot” technology.
While not as thin as OLED TVs, QLED
TVs are generally less expensive. QLED
TVs can match the “infinite” contrast
ratio of OLED, delivering exceptionally
dark blacks and whiter whites, and offer
higher brightness than OLED TVs. These
TVs boast a wider, more true-to-life color
palette – especially when it comes to reds,
greens, and cyans – compared to OLEDbased displays. QLED TVs are also known
for longer-lasting displays and don’t suffer
from any “burn-in” (ghost image) issues.
Step 4. Choose your TV resolution. Go with 4K. Boom, done. (Hint:
more pixels wins. And 4K has 6 million
more pixels than regular HD.) Let’s get
this out of the way first: 4K and Ultra

HD are the same thing. Both refer to screen
resolution, and the number of pixels on the
screen. The more pixels, the better, sharper,
and more lifelike the picture.
Step 5. Seriously consider upgrading your audio. No surprise here, but the
speakers inside these amazing new, credit
card-thin 4K TVs are not as good as the
speakers that came in your clunky, old 1985
tabletop TV. The good news: a decent audio
upgrade doesn’t have to be pricey.
Step 6. What about the TV warranty? When you buy from an authorized
dealer (ahem, like us), your new TV will
come with the full manufacturer’s warranty.
And most TV manufacturer’s (Sony and
Samsung for sure) have nationwide authorized service centers where many times, if
there’s an issue, they come to your house.
(Keep in mind, TVs are hard to lug around
and you don’t want to ship it back and forth
if there’s a problem.) What’s more, with an
authorized dealer, you also get phone and
email support from the dealer in addition to
the in-home coverage and support from the
manufacturer.
Still not sure? No problem. That’s
why we’re here, and this is what we do
every single day. We highly encourage you
to base your purchasing decision on a TV
that you have seen in operation, rather than
on the manufacturer’s specifications alone.
We invite you to come visit us at Solutions
Home Entertainment, 235 Cornerstone Blvd
in Hot Springs. We’re open Monday through
Saturday from 9 to 5, or give us a call at
501-525-8000.
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Airplane Seat

Air travel is a convenient way to travel
the world. Each day, the Federal Aviation
Administration’s Air Traffic Organization helps planes safely navigate airspace
and provides service to more than 42,000
flights and 2.5 million airline passengers.
In a typical year, millions of flights will
take off and land at airports in countries
near and far.

passing your seat on their way to a bathroom
break.

As travelers plan their trips, paying attention to certain flight details can make
excursions go smoothly.

· Smooth sailing flight: If motion sickness
is a nemesis, choose seats over the wings,
where cabin bouncing is less pronounced,
says the Aviation Medicine Advisory Service.

· Safe seat: If you get overly anxious about
plane crashes, an extensive study from Popular Mechanics found that passengers seated
near the tail of a plane are roughly 40 percent
more likely to survive a crash than those in
the first few rows.

· Increased leg room: Seats in the emergency exit row generally feature more leg
room. If you want more space to stretch
· Sightseeing: Naturally, a window seat
your legs but do not want to splurge on
enables you to gaze out on the passing landNon-Local scape
Delivery
business class or first class tickets, securbelow. It also can be handy if you want
ing a seat by the exit door may fit the bill.
to take a quick snooze against the cabin wall.
Just keep in mind that people who choose
to sit in these seats should be physically fit
· Traveling with kids or equipment: Bulkand able to follow emergency evacuation
head seating, or the seats by the physical parinstructions.
tition that separates classes or sections of the
plane, tend to have more room than others.
· Quiet resting location: On red-eye
That can make it easier when traveling with
flights, or when some shut-eye is desired,
children who need to spread out, or if you’re
the front of the economy cabin, just in
disabled and have braces or other medical
front of the aircraft engines, tends to be
equipment that requires more leg room.
quieter than the rear of the cabin. A rear
location, particularly close to the aircraft
The perfect seat on a plane depends on
restroom, means people will frequently be
the traveler and his or her needs and budget.
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Style Budget
Looking your best and emulating the latest runway fashions can be easy with an unlimited budget, or even a personal shopper. But the majority of the general public must shop
on a budget, which can seemingly make it challenging to look stylish. However, savvy
shoppers know to upgrade a wardrobe without spending a fortune.
The fashion resource Who What Wear commissioned award-winning financial planner
Pete Dunn to calculate just how much a person should be allotting to his or her wardrobe.
The magic number Dunn came up with was 5 percent. Therefore, a person making $40,000
per year should be spending no more than $2,000 per year, or roughly $166 per month, on
clothing. That may not seem like much, but with some smart shopping it can be enough.
Shop trendy, but affordable
Retailers such as Target, Zara, H&M, Everlane, and more offer pieces that focus on current fashion trends but at deeper discounts than high-end shops. While shoppers may not
be walking out with designer duds, they will benefit from similarly cut and styled pieces
and accessories that are still on point with the trends.
Shop discount retailers
Another option is to frequent discount retailers that offer name-brand merchandise at
significant savings. Stores such as TJ Maxx, Marshalls and Saks Off 5th may get the overstock of other stores that they then sell for less. Many of these items may be a season or
two late, but can still yield very fashionable pieces. If someone favors a certain designer
or name brand, it may be sold in these shops at a fraction of the cost of other stores.
Stick to classic styles
Fill a wardrobe with staples that will never go out of style, such as dark jeans, little
black dresses, peacoats, classically cut blazers, a good pair of slacks, and similar pieces.
These can be embellished with accessories that meet the current trends. Mix old and new
pieces as they are acquired, and slowly weed out pieces that are worn out or no longer
meet your needs.
Consider consignment shops
Many deals can be found inside consignment shops. Such shops stock many different
pieces, often at very low prices. These stores are great for people who appreciate vintage
styles and/or those who want to add an accessory, say a high-priced purse, to an outfit
without breaking the bank.
Look for fit and function
Sometimes it's best to invest in one well-made piece instead of spending the same
amount on 10 less expensive items. Smart shoppers know how to pick and choose among
foundation components of a wardrobe.
Building an impressive and stylish wardrobe can take a little time, but it's achievable
even on small budgets.

Village Health Mart
W e H a n d l e I n s u r a n c e C l a i m s F o r Yo u !

STORE #2 HAS MOVED FROM 399 PONCE DE LEON DRIVE
TO A TEMPORARY LOCATION OUTSIDE OF THE EAST GATE:
24615 HWY 5, LOCATED NEXT TO BANK OZK

SAME NUMBER:
SAME HOURS:

501-922-0909
Monday - Friday
9am-5pm

Still Offering
Free Delivery!
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Attorney
Attorney

Selecting an attorney is
a very personal decision.
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